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No. of responses = 15

No. of enrolled = 29

% returned = 51.72

Overall indicatorsOverall indicators

Global Index -+ av.=1,81
dev.=1,12

UNIVERSITY-WIDE QUESTIONS: (Scale width: 4) -+ av.=1,81
dev.=1,12
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Profile
Subunit: Philosophy
Name of the instructor: Farid Younos
Name of the course:
(Name of the survey)

PHIL 3417 Sec 01:Islam

Comparative line: PHIL SPR'15 WK10

Values used in the profile line: Mean

1. UNIVERSITY-WIDE QUESTIONS:1. UNIVERSITY-WIDE QUESTIONS:

1.1) Requirements for the class were clearly
communicated.

Strongly Agree Strongly
Disagree n=15 av.=1,73 md=1,00 dev.=1,10

n=337 av.=1,60 md=1,00 dev.=0,91

1.2) Lectures and discussions were clearly related
to the goals of the course.

Strongly Agree Strongly
Disagree n=15 av.=1,93 md=1,00 dev.=1,22

n=336 av.=1,54 md=1,00 dev.=0,86

1.3) Texts and material were clearly related to the
goals of the course.

Strongly Agree Strongly
Disagree n=15 av.=1,87 md=1,00 dev.=1,25

n=336 av.=1,44 md=1,00 dev.=0,78

1.4) Assignments and exams were clearly related to
the goals of the course.

Strongly Agree Strongly
Disagree n=15 av.=1,60 md=1,00 dev.=0,91

n=333 av.=1,44 md=1,00 dev.=0,77

1.5) Instructor made adequate provisions for
consultation and assistance.

Strongly Agree Strongly
Disagree n=15 av.=1,73 md=1,00 dev.=1,16

n=328 av.=1,62 md=1,00 dev.=0,94

1.6) Classes met as scheduled; or if this was an
online course, the instructor made the course
material available as scheduled.

Strongly Agree Strongly
Disagree n=15 av.=2,00 md=2,00 dev.=1,13

n=334 av.=1,34 md=1,00 dev.=0,71

1.7) Give an overall rating of the class. Outstanding Poor
n=15 av.=1,93 md=1,00 dev.=1,22
n=336 av.=1,70 md=1,00 dev.=0,93

1.8) Give an overall rating of the instructor. Outstanding Poor
n=15 av.=1,67 md=1,00 dev.=0,98
n=335 av.=1,63 md=1,00 dev.=0,95
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Comments ReportComments Report

1. UNIVERSITY-WIDE QUESTIONS:1. UNIVERSITY-WIDE QUESTIONS:

COMMENTS ABOUT THE COURSE1.9)

Great course very eye opening and informational! Loved this course from start to end and can't believe its already over. There is a lot of
work involved so you really have to have a  good start , understand and have an open mind,be at class almost everyday, and off coarse
have good  time management because we are given quite a bundle of work towards the end of the course. All of the subject matter was
relevant to the course and covered major topics on Islamic Philosophy that I had never learned other wise. The legacies of the muslim
philosophers and so on. The emphasis on Morality and justice was a big part of the course as well as us human beings in relation to the
world and creation as being One and the Same. Great course !

I've learned more about islam then i have in 26 years, just in this one course. the course is interesting and opens you eyes to  the world
and the knowledge that every religion offers.

Not much Islamic philosophy was discussed. Discussions were rarely based on readings and revolved more around what's right and
wrong. Not much objective material was presented.

This class was very eye opening to me since the professor is very open minded. He teaches you the truth about Islam. very good
professor

course is interesting and I learned a lot 

good course 

COMMENTS ABOUT THE INSTRUCTOR.1.10)

Can be a bit biased. Would have liked to see more objective Islamic philosophy presented and allowed for the class to engage in
discussion.

Dr. Younos is a genuine instructor he is very kind, and understanding, and very passionate about the course, his opinions, his students
opinions even if we disagree with his opinions he invites disagreement and discussion and further reasoning on any subject matter we are
covering. He is a great person I learned a lot about him, in connections o Islamic Philosophy. He is very understanding on due dates on
assignments and just made sure that all of his students turned in whatever that was not submitted on the last day of class.

Learned a lot about the subject.

instructor is clear and fair 

perfect 

professor younus, what a great professor i have yet to meet a professor that want to encourage his students to succeed and doesn't let
one bad grade from a test discourage you to have a chance of still passing the course with a good grade. this shows the passion that dr.
yuonus has for his student and sees that the student is trying, usually with professors at the university they only care about what they get
on the test but doesn't acknowledge the knowledge that the student as learned in the course.

very good professor. Teaches you the truth about Islam. provides supporting evidence to prove that Islam is not exactly what society
makes it seems like

OTHER COMMENTS1.11)

Great course will recommend it to anyone and everyone! 

great course very knowledgeable and highly recommend to those who don't know anything about islam

none 


